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Lower, upper. sandwich, mixed, and convex power domains are isomorphic to domains of second- 
order predicates mapping predicates on the ground domain to logical values in a semiring. The 
various power domains differ in the nature of the underlying semiring logic and in logical constraints 
on the second-order predicates. 
1. Introduction 
A power domain construction maps every domain X of some distinguished class of 
domains into a so-called power domain over X, whose points represent sets of points 
of the ground domain. Power domain constructions were originally proposed to 
model the semantics of nondeterministic programming languages [1.5,16,8,14]. 
Other motivations are the semantic representation of a set data type [7], or of 
relational data bases [2,3]. 
In 1976, Plotkin [15] proposed the convex power domain construction. A short 
time later, Smyth [ 161 introduced a simpler construction, the upper power construc- 
tion. In [ 171, a third power domain construction occurs, the lower construction, that 
completes the trio of classical power domain constructions. 
Starting from problems in data base theory, Buneman et al. [2] proposed to 
combine lower and upper power domain to a so-called sandwich power domain. By 
extending Plotkin’s domain in a natural way, Gunter developed the mixed power 
domain [3,4]. 
Given at least five different power domain constructions, the question arises what is 
the essence of these constructions. In [6], we defined power domain constructions 
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algebraically by axioms concerning the existence and properties of the basic opera- 
tions of empty set, singleton, binary union, and function extension. 
The resulting algebraic theory of power constructions, which is summarized in 
Section 3, shows that every construction has a characteristic semiriny reflecting the 
inherent logic of the construction. 0 stands for “false”, 1 for “true”, addition means 
disjunction, and multiplication represents conjunction. 
The general algebraic theory provides a.final power domain construction for every 
semiring R. It is explicitly given by mapping ground domains X to the space of linear 
second-order R-predicates over X (see Theorem 3.5). A (first-order) R-predicate over 
X maps members of X to logical values in R, whereas a second-order R-predicate 
maps first-order predicates to R. All these results were published in [6]. They are 
repeated in Section 3 of the paper at hand for convenience of the reader. 
The present paper handles the five known power domain constructions mentioned 
at the beginning in the framework of the algebraic theory. Section 5 contains an 
overview of the five constructions. To investigate the relations among them, we 
consider products of power constructions and subconstructions in Section 4. In 
Section 6, we show the lower power construction 9 to be final for the semiring 
L = {O < 11. An analogous result is shown for the upper construction ‘It in terms of 
compact upper sets in Section 7. In Section 8, the sandwich construction .Y is shown 
to be final for semiring B= (I, 0, 1). Thus, these three constructions are isomorphic to 
spaces of linear second-order predicates. 
Although the mixed power construction .N and Plotkin’s construction % are not 
final, they may also be described in terms of second-order predicates because their 
power domains are subsets of the sandwich power domains. In Section 9, we present 
the logical conditions that characterize the predicates corresponding to mixed or 
Plotkin domain members among all the members of .YX. 
Both [6] and the paper in hand are extracts of the comprehensive thesis [S], which 
contains more details and background information. 
2. Theoretical background 
In this section, we introduce some notions and notations from domain theory, 
algebra, and topology. A or B means that A is a finite subset of B. Forf: X-t Y and 
A G X and B G Y, ,f[A] is the image of A and f ' [B] the inverse image of B. J’% means 
application off to x, and accordingly, y -.fmeans i.x.y(fi). G@ parses as (Gf)x. 
2.1. Posets and domains 
A poser (partially ordered set) is a set P together with a reflexive, antisymmetric, and 
transitive relation <. We often identify the poset P=(P, <) with its carrier P. 
For A c P, let jA be the set of all points below some point of A, and correspondingly 
?A the set of all points above some point of A. We use the abbreviations ix= J(x) and 
TX = 7i.x;. A set A c P is a lo\i!er set iff LA = A, and an upper set iff fA = A. 
We refer to the standard notions of upper bound, least upper bound (lub) denoted 
by u, directed set, monotonic and continuous function. A domain is a poset where 
every directed set has a lub, also called limit. A domain need neither have a least 
element, nor be algebraic. Continuous functions between domains are sometimes 
called nzorpl~isnzs. For domains X and Y, X x Y denotes the domain of all pairs of 
points of X and Y, and [X+Y] is the domain of all morphisms from X to Y ordered 
pointwise. The notionJ‘: [X+Y] includes the continuity of f: 
A point a in a domain X is wuy be& a point b iff for all directed sets D G X with 
b < UD, there is an element d in D such that u <d. A point a is isolated iff it is way 
below itself. A domain X is alyehraic iff every point of X is the lub of a directed set of 
isolated points. The set X0 of all isolated points of X is called the base. X is conhuous 
iff every point x of X is the lub of a directed set of points that all are way below x. 
An M-domain is an algebraic domain whose base has property M [12,15], i.e. for 
any finite subset E of the base there is a finite set F of upper bounds of E with the 
property that there is a point in F below every upper bound of E. 
2.2. Monoids, semirings, and modules 
Monoids, semirings, and modules are well-known algebraic concepts. Here we 
define variants of these notions where the carrier is a domain, and all operations are 
continuous. 
Definition 2.1 (Monoid domains und additive maps). A monoid domain (or simply 
monoid) (M, +, 0) is a domain M together with an associative operation 
+ : [M x M-+M] and an element 0 of (the carrier of) M, which is the neutral element 
of +. The monoid is cotnmz~tutive iff + is. 
A mapf: [X+ Y] between two monoids is additive iff it is a monoid homomorphism, 
i.e. f’(0,) = Oy and .f(u + b) =,fu +f‘b hold. 
Definition 2.2 (Setnirinys). A semiriny (domain) (R, +, O;, 1) is a domain R with 
continuous operations such that (R, + ,O) is a commutative monoid, (R, 1, 1) is a 
monoid, and multiplication . is additive in both arguments. 
Semiriny homomorphistns are continuous mappings that preserve the semiring 
operations. 
Semirings are generalizations of both rings and distributive lattices. These in turn 
are generalizations of fields and Boolean algebras. Hence, both the notations 
(R, +, 0, ., 1) of the definition above and a logical notation (R, V, F, A, T) seem to be 
adequate. 
Assuming the logical interpretation, morphisms from a domain X to a semiring 
R are called (R-)predicutrs. Second-order predicates are then morphisms in 
[[X+R]+R]. 
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Definition 2.3 (Modules). Let R = (R, +, 0, ., 1) be a semiring domain. M = (M, +, 0, .) 
is a (lef ) R-module iff (M, + , 0) is a commutative monoid domain, and . : [R x M -+ M ] 
is additive in both arguments and satisfies lR. A =A and a.(b. C)=(a. b). C. 
Let M, and M2 be two R-modules. A morphismf: [M,+M,] is (left) (R-)linear iff 
f(A +B)=fA +fB and ,f(u.A)=r.fA. 
We speak of viyht modules and right-lineur morphisms if the semiring factor occurs 
to the right, i.e. .: [M x R-+M]. The axioms are analogous to the ones above. 
2.3. Scott topologJ3 
A subset of a domain X is called (Scott)-closed iff it is a lower set closed w.r.t. lubs of 
directed subsets. Lower cones 1.x are obviously closed. Arbitrary intersections and 
finite unions of closed sets are closed. Hence, every set A has a least closed superset, 
the closure cl A. The complements of the closed sets are called open. The set of all open 
supersets of a set A is denoted by C”(A). We abbreviate C( { .x)) by Cf’(x). QX denotes the 
domain of open sets of X ordered by inclusion. A subset K of a domain X is called 
(Scott)-compact iff whenever K is covered by a family (Oi)icl of open sets, i.e. 
KG uis, Oi, there is a finite subset F of I such that K s Ui~FOi. 
In the remainder of this paper, we use some properties of the notions introduced 
above. These properties are collected now. We assume to be in a fixed domain 
X always. The proofs of particularly well-known properties are omitted. 
Proposition 2.4. a is isolated $f ?a is open. 
Proposition 2.5. If x is algebraic, and u, b <x holds for a, bEX” and .xgX, then there is 
CEX’ such thut a, b < c < x. 
Proposition 2.6. If an open set 0 meets cl A, then it meets A itself: 
Proposition 2.7. x is in cl A @every 0 in (7(.x) meets A 
Proposition 2.8. Let E G X0. Then E ccl A implies ES LA 
Proof. Let e be in E. Since e is isolated, Te is open by Proposition 2.4. Since e is in cl A, 
te meets A by Proposition 2.7. Hence, there is x>e with XEA, i.e. eElA. 0 
Proposition 2.9. K is compact iff C”(K) is open in QX. 
Proposition 2.10. For two subsets A, B of X, c(A) c P(B) holds iff TA 1 TB. 
Proof. Let ?A 2 fB. If AGO then BG TACO since open sets are upper sets. Let 
Lf(A)~P(B), and let b be a point of B and assume b$tA. Then there is no point of 
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A below b, i.e. A does not meet the closed set Lb. Hence, its complement X\Jb is in 
C’:(A)& O(B). Because of bEB, bEX\ Jb follows, contradicting the reflexivity of 6. 0 
3. Power domain constructions 
In this section, we present a short summary of the algebraic theory of power 
constructions as contained in [6,5]. 
3.1. Specljication qf power constructions 
A power (domain) construction 9 maps ground domains X into power domains over X. 
The power domains have to satisfy the following axioms: 
Empty set. There is a distinguished element 0 in every power domain 9X. 
Binary union. There is a continuous operation w : [9X x 9X-+9X] in every power 
domain. w is commutative and associative, and 8 is its neutral element. 
Singleton sets. There is a continuous mapping I: [X+9X], XH{X~, for every 
ground domain X. 
Extension offunctions. For every two domains X and Y, there is a higher-order 
function ext : [ [X+PY]+[9X-+9Y]] mapping set-valued functions on ground 
domain elements into set-valued functions on sets. The intuitive meaning of ext f A is 
UatA,fu. Extension has to satisfy the following axioms: 
l ext f A is additive in both A and j: 
l extfo z =f and ext l= id. 
l For every two morphismsf: [X+PY] and y: [Y-+3Z], 
ext g (ext f A) = ext (kext y( fu)) A 
holds for all A in 9X, or ext g 0 extf= ext (ext g c,f) (Fig. 1). 
3.2. The algebraic properties of‘polcler domains 
The operations as specified above allow to derive many other operations with 
useful algebraic properties. Among these, there are map and big union turning the 
power construction into a monad. Here we include the most important ones only; for 
the other ones, we refel- 13 [6,5]. 
Fig. I 
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Extension depends on two ground domains, X and Y. Particularly interesting 
instances of extension are obtained if one of X and Y is the one-point domain 1 = { O}. 
In case X = 1, extension has functionality ext : [[l -PY]-[,P+PY]]. Dropping 
the obsolete argument in 1, uncurrying, and twisting arguments leads to a morphism 
*: [.Pl x PY -+.qY]. The definition is b * S=ext (I.O.S)b. If we additionally choose 
Y = 1, then * becomes an inner operation of 91. 
The axioms of power constructions suffice to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let 9 be a power construction. Then (91, w, 0, *, 10 b) is a semiring 
domain, the characteristic semiring of 9. (3X, u, 0, *) is a left A-module for ull 
domains X. For f: [X-+9Y], the extension extf: [9X+9Y] is linear. 
This result connects our work with that of Main [14], where power domains are 
introduced as free semiring modules. There are, however, some differences: our 
constructions may create nonfree modules, and our singleton function 1 need not be 
strict. 
Note that power domains contain much more algebraic structure than just mod- 
ules. In deriving the module product, we used only those instances of extension where 
X is the one-point domain 1. Thus, we did not use the full power of extension for 
arbitrary domains X and Y. 
3.3. Pokver homomorphisms and the categor?’ PC 
Homomorphisms between algebraic structures are mappings preserving all opera- 
tions of these structures. Power constructions may be considered algebraic structures 
on a higher level. Thus, it is also possible and useful to define the corresponding 
homomorphisms. 
A power homomorphism H : 844 between two power constructions 9’ and ~2 is 
a “family” of morphisms H =(Hx)x: [9X-+2X] commuting over all power opera- 
tions, i.e. 
l the empty set in 9X is mapped to the empty set in 1X: H8 = 8; 
l the image of a union is the union of the images: H(AwB)=(HA)w(HB); 
l singletons in 9X are mapped to singletons in 4X: H~~xB,~= flxD1; 
l let f: [X-+9Y]. Then H of: [X+2Y], and H(ext.f,fA)=extd(H of)(HA) has to 
hold for all A in .9X. 
The above axioms allow one to prove the following laws: 
l H(a*B)=Ha*HB for a in 91 and Bin .9X. 
l HI : [21-+21] is a semiring homomorphism. 
It is easily seen that power homomorphisms may be composed, and there are also 
identity power homomorphisms. Thus, we get the category PC of power constructions 
as objects and power homomorphisms as arrows. 
A power isomorphism between two constructions p and L? is a family of isomor- 
phisms H= Hx: [?X+_2X] such that both (Hx)~ and (Hil)x are power homo- 
morphisms. 
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Proposition 3.2. If H : 949 is a power homomorphism such that the individual maps 
Hx: [3X-+2X] are a11 bijective, and their incerses are monotonic, then H is a power 
isomorphism. 
3.4. Linear power homomorphisms and the categories PC(R) 
If the two constructions 9 and ~2 share the same characteristic semiring, then one 
can define: A power homomorphism is linear iff all the functions Hx are linear. To be 
more flexible, we do not require bl=11, but only an isomorphism 91 ~21. 
Definition 3.3. Let R be a semiring. An R-construction is a pair (9, q) of a power 
construction :/P and a semiring isomorphism qn : [R+Sl]. 
We shall often omit the isomorphism cp if it is obvious from the context, and speak 
of the R-construction 8. The power domains of an R-construction become R-modules 
by defining r.A=cpr*A for r in R and A in 9X. 
Definition 3.4. Let (9, cp) and (2, cp’) be two R-constructions. H : (9, cp)+(& cp’) is an 
R-linear power homomorphism iff H: 9+Z is a power homomorphism and HI 0 cp = cp’ 
holds. 
The name R-linear is appropriate since H 1 0 cp = cp’ is equivalent to the R-linearity of 
all Hx. 
The category of R-constructions and R-linear power homomorphisms is denoted 
by PC(R). Note that linear power homomorphisms are considerably more special 
than just families of linear mappings because they have to respect extension in its full 
generality. 
3.5. Finul powler construction.\ 
For every semiring R, the category PC(R) has an initial object 9’f as well as a final 
object 9;. An R-construction B is,final iff for every R-construction 9 there is exactly 
one R-linear power homomorphism 2 49. Initiality is defined dually. 
Initial and final R-constructions are shown to exist and investigated to some extent 
in [6,5]. In the present paper, we do not consider initial constructions except briefly in 
Section 10. Final R-constructions, on the other hand, allow one to understand power 
domains in terms of second-order predicates. They were never proposed in the 
literature, probably because the notion of a power homomorphism was missing. 
The explicit representation of the final R-construction was found by considering the 
morphism B :[z~X-+[[X+R]+R]] defined by dA=ip.p-‘(ext,,(pop)A) for R- 
constructions (2, p). By 8, members of 2X are mapped into second-order predicates. 
Intuitively, P; denotes existential quantification: Given a set A and an R-predicate p, 
6 A p tells whether some member of A satisfies p. 
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Some of the axioms of extension easily translate into the following properties of 8: 
0 bB=?.p.B 
0 8(AwB)=2p.(BAp)+(GBp) 
0 & flxb =;Ip.px 
0 B(ext_fA)=l.p.&A(l.a.b (fu)p) 
Additionally, one can show that &A is right-linear, i.e. B maps from 2X to 
[[X+R] ‘2 R]. These properties suggest the following explicit representation of 9:. 
Theorem 3.5. Let R be a given semiring. The jinal R-construction 9;=(9’, cp) is 
explicitly given by 9X = [[X-R] ‘2 R] and the isomorphism q(r)=@.r ‘~0. Its 
operations are dejined by 
0 0=i,p.o 
l AwB=l.p.Ap+Bp 
0 I]xD=l.p.pxfor XEX. 
l extfA=lVp.A(i.a,x.fup)forf:[X+9Y] and AE~X. 
The inverse of cp is given by $(A)= A(lO.l). The unique R-linear power homomorphism 
from another R-construction 2 to 9’: is given by 8 as dejned above. 
4. Creating new power constructions 
Whereas the previous section summarized the relevant results of [6], the contents 
of this section and the subsequent ones are not yet published except as part of the 
thesis [S]. 
In this section, we present two methods to create new power constructions from 
existing ones. Given a family of power constructions, there is a product power 
construction, i.e. the category PC has arbitrary products. Product formation preserves 
finality: the product of final Ri-constructions is a final (ni,,Ri)-construction. We 
further consider subconstructions of power constructions. Given an R-construction 
Y and a subsemiring R’ of R, the greatest R’-construction 9’ that is a subconstruction 
of 9 may be explicitly characterized in terms of second-order predicates. 
This general theory is useful when considering the known power constructions. 
Convex and mixed construction are subconstructions of the sandwich construction, 
which in turn is a subconstruction of the product of the lower and the upper power 
construction. 
4.1. Products of pow,er constructions 
Given a family (Bi)iEr of power constructions, we may build a product construction 
9 = n,,, yi: 
l 9X=niS,9iX for all ground domains X. 
0 8=(Oi)iE,. 
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(Ai)ierw(Bi)i,l=(AiwBi)i,r. 
i]XD =({XDi)iel for all X in X. 
For f: [X+aY] let fi = 7~~ 21: Then extf(ili)is, = (cxt;f; Ai)i,l, where ext; denotes 
the extension functional of pi. Here ni denotes the projection to component i. 
The verification of the power axioms for 9 is straightforward since the power 
operations work independently in all dimensions. The characteristic semiring of 9 is 
the product of the characteristic semirings of the Bi. It is also immediate that the 
projections induce power homomorphisms rck :n,,, ~ii~,, and that nieI 9’i forms 
a categorical product in the category PC. 
In this paper, we are particularly interested in final power constructions described 
by second-order predicates. The notion of finality nicely coexists with the notion of 
product. 
Theorem 4.1. If Bi arefinal R,-constructionsfor all iEl, then the product 9’=nieI 9’i is 
a ,jinal R-construction, where R = n,,, Ri. 
Proof. Let 9 = nis, pi and let 9 be the final R-construction, where R = nis, Ri, i.e. 
1X= [[X+R] ‘2 R]. We have to show that 9 and 3 are isomorphic. For kel, let 
ylk: [R,+R] be the mapping where all components of qkx are 0 except the component 
k which is x. 
Since 1 is final, there is a (unique) linear power homomorphism b:B-+Z!!. Ab- 
breviating 7ciop by pi, we obtain 6 A =E,~.(cT,A~~~)~~~~ where Bi is the unique linear 
power homomorphism from pi to itself, i.e. is the identity. Thus, 6 A=ivp.(Aipi)i.I. 
We have to show that B is a power isomorphism. By Proposition 3.2, it suffices to 
show that B is a surjective embedding. 
Assume that d A<bB holds for A, BEBX. For all kgl and all q: [X-+R,], let 
p = qk 0 q : [X+ R]. Q A <d B implies (Aipi)ier = 6 A p 6 8 B p = (Bipi)is, . This in par- 
ticular holds for dimension k. Thus, A,q < B,q holds for all k in I and q : [X+ Rk]; 
whence, A, d Bk for all k; whence, A <B. 
For surjectivity, let Q : [[X-+ R] ‘2 R]. Then let Qi : [ [ X~ Ri] ~ Ri] be defined by 
Qi=~q..ni(Q(4i 0 q)). The proof of right-linearity of Qi is straightforward. Thus, 
P=(Qi)ier is a member of 9X. We claim f;P=Q. & Pp=(Qipi)iEI=(ni(Q(Yi”pi)))i., 
holds where pi = 7ci 3 p. Note that qi(nir) = r. vi li holds for all r in R. Thus, 
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4.2. Subconstructions 
Let 9 be a given power construction. 2 is called a subconstruction of 9 iff 2 maps 
ground domains X into subsets of 9X such that 
0 t&_-Ix, 
l if A and B are in 1X, then AwB is in 9X, 
0 QxD is in $X for all x in X, 
l iff: [X+9Y] and A in dX, then extfA is in 1Y, 
l 9X is closed w.r.t. lubs of directed sets. 
In shorter terms, 1X is closed w.r.t. all power operations of 9. 9 is obviously a power 
construction since the validity of the power axioms for J! is inherited from 9. 
One easily verifies that the intersection of a family of subconstructions of a power 
construction 9’ is again a subconstruction of 9 if we define (ni,, 9i)X= niE,($iX). 
Hence, the subconstructions of 3 form a complete lattice. 
Let R be a semiring domain. R’ is a subsemiring of R iff R’ is a subset of R containing 
0 and 1, and being closed w.r.t. addition, multiplication, and lubs of directed sets. 
Because the operations in the characteristic semiring are derived from the power 
operations, the semiring of a subconstruction 2 of B is a subsemiring of the semiring 
of 9. 
The following theorem presents a method to obtain the greatest subconstruction for 
a given subsemiring. 
Theorem 4.2. Let 9’ he an R-construction, and let R’ be a subsemiring of R. Then the 
existential restriction of 9 to R’ defined by 
~X=911.,X={A&‘XIVp: [X+R’]: 8Ap~R’j 
is the greatest subconstruction of 9 with semiring R’. 
Proof. We first show that 2 is a subconstruction of 9. 
l d 8p=0~R’ implies QE~X. 
l If A and B are in 4X, then for all p: [X+R’], 8 A p and 8 Bp are in R’; whence, 
(5”(AwB)p=& Apf8Bp is in R’. 
l For .‘c in X and p: [X+R’], B flxDp=px is in R’. Hence, flxb is in 3X for all x in X. 
l Let f: [X+AIY] and Ac2X. We have to show extf A in 1Y. For all p: [X-+R’], 
d (extf A) = Q A(Ra.&( fa)p) holds, as indicated in Section 3.2. fuElY implies 
&(,fa) PER’. Thus, (Aa.& p): [X+R’]; whence, the value of the whole term is 
in R’. 
l Let (Ai)iEr be a directed family of members of 2X, with limit A. Then for all 
p:[X+R’], Q(Ui,tAi)p=Ui,t(BAip)~R’ holds by continuity of&. 
Next, we show that 9l=R’. For p:[l+R] and agR=Pl, we may simplify 
Bap=ext(~~O.pO)u=a~pO.Hence,21={a~~l~Vp:[1-tR’]:~~p~R’}={a~R/Vr~R’: 
a.r~R’). This set is a subset of R’, since ~~31 and IER’ implies a=a. PER’. 
Conversely if r’ is in R’, then for all r in R’, r’ ‘r is in R’; whence, r’ is in 91. 
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If 2’ is an arbitrary subconstruction of 9 with 2’1 = R’, then .ZX c _?X holds for all 
ground domains X since existential quantification in 4’ maps 2’1-predicates to 
22’1. 0 
Because of its definition in terms of existential quantification, one might believe that 
the existential restriction of a final construction for R is a final construction for R’. 
However this is not true, as pointed out in Section 9.6. There are two reasons for this. 
First, two distinct second-order predicates in [ [X+R] ‘2 R] may produce equal 
results for predicates in [X+R’]. They are then still different in the restriction of the 
final construction for R, but equ$ in [[X-+R’] ‘2 R’]. Second, there may be 
additional members in [ [X+R’] + R’] that cannot be obtained by restricting 
predicates in [ [X+R] “’ R]. 
Despite this general result, we also meet examples for semirings R and R’ where the 
existential restriction of the final construction for R is final for R’ ~ see Theorem 8.1. 
5. The known power constructions and their semirings 
The algebraic theory of power constructions covers the five known constructions 
mentioned in the introduction if the empty set is not artificially excluded. We shall see 
this in the remainder of the paper. The characteristic semiring of the lower power 
construction is the “lower semiring” L = (0 < 1). In its logic, only positive answers 
1 are durable whereas negative answers 0 may become positive if the computation 
proceeds. The logic of the “upper semiring” U = { 1 < 0) belonging to the upper power 
construction behaves conversely. The semiring of the convex power construction is 
C = { 0, 1) where 0 and 1 are incomparable. 
Sandwich and mixed power construction share the same characteristic semiring 
B= { 1,0, l}, where I is below the incomparable values 0 and 1. Addition and 
multiplication in this semiring correspond to parallel disjunction and conjunction. 
The logic of this semiring was investigated in [13]. The value I denotes a state of 
ignorance which may turn to “true” or “false” when the computation proceeds. 
To obtain a better connection among these semirings, we additionally introduce the 
“double semiring” D = L x U. It has four elements ordered as shown in Fig. 2. The 
picture to the left shows a representation of D in terms of pairs of members of the 
Fig. 2. 
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lower and upper semiring. The picture to the right shows a logical interpretation of D. 
Again, the least element I denotes a state of ignorance. In contrast, T denotes a state 
of inconsistency: a computation returning T subsumes both 0 and 1. The logic of the 
double semiring was investigated in [l]. 
The five semirings L, U, D, B, and C are related as follows: C is a subsemiring of B, 
which, in turn, is a subsemiring of D, which is the product of L and U. In [6,5], it is 
shown that we need not worry about linearity when considering these semirings. 
Proposition 5.1. Let R be uny of the semirings L, U, C, B, and D. All additive maps 
between left (right) R-modules are left (right) R-linear. 
Since L = (0 < 1) and U = { 1 < 0}, there is an order isomorphism between them that 
interchanges 0 and 1. This order isomorphism is interpreted as negation and denoted 
by overlining. By pointwise extension to functions, any L-predicate p : [X-L] can be 
negated to a U-predicate p: [X-+U] and vice versa. 
Negation becomes an inner operation of D = L x U by defining (a, h) = (b, 5). This 
operation maps 0 = (0,O) to 1 = (1,l) and vice versa, and maps _L = (0,l) and T = (1,O) 
to themselves. Hence, the subsemirings B and C of D are also closed w.r.t. negation. 
For all instances of negation, i.e. [L-U], [U+L], and [D-D], the equations 
a+h=a.band a.h=ti+bare easily verified. 
6. The lower power construction 
The lower power construction has characteristic semiring L= {0 < l} where 
1 + 1 = 1, whereas the upper power construction has the dual semiring U= { 1 <O>. In 
this section and in the next one, we investigate the final constructions with these 
semirings. Their representation in terms of second-order predicates may be translated 
first into terms of open sets, then into topological terms of Scott-closed sets and 
Scott-compact upper sets. This shows our final constructions to be equivalent to the 
well-known classical constructions. 
6.1. From predicates to open sets 
According to Theorem 3.5, the final construction for semiring L is given in 
predicative,form by _Y,,X = [ [X+L] ‘2 L], and the final U-construction by 4VpX = 
[[X-U] ‘2 U]. By Proposition 5.1, we obtain the simpler descriptions 
YpX=[[X-+L]‘?L] and @~X=[[X+U]‘~U]. 
It is well known that the domain QX of open sets of X ordered by inclusion is 
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isomorphic to the function space [X-+2]. The isomorphism is given by the following 
table: 
Thus, Q(QX) is isomorphic to [[X+2] +2] by means of qoP = { 0 I Ppo = T}, where 
po = 3.x. 
T if XEO, T if p-‘[TIE@, 
I otherwise, 
and its inverse 6 0 = i-p. 
I otherwise. 
Hence, both SpIX and “aPX correspond to subsets of Q(sZX). For 5CPX, P(ix.l)= I 
has to hold which translates into @99, where 3 is the open set of open sets 
corresponding to P. In addition, P( puq)= PpuPq has to hold, or, equivalently, 
P( puq) = T iff Pp = T or P q = T. This translates into OUO’E~ iff 0~9 or O’ER. The 
implication from right to left always holds since 3’ is an upper set because it is open. 
Hence, only the implication from left to right matters. In analogy with a topological 
notion, we call open sets with these properties yrills. 
The translation for 4YPX is just dual. P (J.x.T)= T in [ [X+U]+U] corresponds to 
XE.P in R(QX), where 9 is the set of open sets corresponding to P. In addition, 
P(pnq)= PpnPq has to hold, or, equivalently, P(pnq)= T iff Pp= T and Pq = T. 
This translates into O~O’EP iff 0~5 and O’ER. Here, only the implication from 
right to left matters. Sets with these properties are called open jilters in [17]. 
In the remainder of this section, we proceed by the investigation of 9’. % is 
considered in Section 7. 
6.2. The lolver po,l,er construction in terms of grills 
An open grill of X is an open set 3 in QX satisfying the following two grill properties: 
(1) 0 is not in 9. 
(2) Let 0 and 0’ be open sets in X. If 0~0’ is in 9, then at least one of 0 and 0’ 
is in 9’. 
Let YrX be the poset of open grills of X ordered by inclusion. 
Theorem 6.1. YpX and SCrX are isomorphic for all ground domains X. The power 
operations for diDrX ure given by the following Table 1. 
Proof. Isomorphism and order are already known. One easily verifies that arbitrary 
unions of open grills are open grills again. Hence, u D is the lub of the directed set 9. 
0=cp(jVp.0)=jOI(3.p.J_)po=T}=cb, 
AwB=~(i.p.&4p+dBp)={O~8Apou&Bp,=T} 
={OIOEA or OEB}=AUB, 




















Summarizing, we see that the lower power domain in terms of open grills is quite 
unhandy, and the realization of the power operations, in particular of extension, is 
quite complex. Fortunately, we need neither show the continuity of extf nor the 
validity of the power axioms for -Y,- since the isomorphism gives this for free. 
6.3. The louver potzw construction in terms qf’ closed sets 
In this section, we show that the common lower power construction in terms of 
closed sets is isomorphic to YrX. 
Proposition 6.2. SYrX is isomorphic to the poset I”cX of closed sets of X ordered by 
inclusion. 
Proof. Given a closed set C, let 3(C) be the set of all open sets of X that meet C. 
Y(C) is easily shown to be an open grill. Obviously, Cc C’ implies Y(C)gY(C’). 
Conversely, assume ??(C)cg(C’) holds, and let c be a point in C. Then every open 
environment of c is in Y(C’), i.e. meets C’. Thus, c is in cl C’= C’ by Proposition 2.7. 
Summarizing, CCC’ holds iff 93(C)~3(C’). 
Finally, we have to show that the mapping %(.) is surjective. Let 9 be an open grill. 
Let U be the union of all open sets of X that are plot in 9, and let C be its complement. 
U is open as union of open sets; whence, C is closed. We claim that S=??(C). 
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The set ,Y= (0 open IO$9} is directed. It is not empty since 8 is in it, and 0, O'$% 
implies OuO’$??. If U, the union of the directed set 9, were in 9, then one of the 
members of Y would be in 9 as 9 is open. Thus, U is not in 9. 
If an open set 0 meets C, then 0 is not a subset of U. Thus, OuU is a proper 
superset of U. Hence, it is in 9 since U is the union of all open sets not in 9’. OuU~te 
and U$% imply 0~9’. 
If 0 does not meet C, then 0 is a subset of U. If 0 were in 9, then U were in 99, too, 
as 9 is an upper set. The last two paragraphs together show that 9(C) = 9. 0 
After establishing this isomorphism, we translate the power operations into terms of 
closed sets. 
Theorem 6.3. The jfinal L-construction [ [X+L] ‘2 L] is isomorphic to 
(1) {CL X 1 C is Scott-closed} ordered by inclusion G, 





Proof. (1) The isomorphism is already known (Proposition 6.2). 
(2) Because cl lJisI Ai is the least closed superset of IJiG, Ai. 
(3) ~(0)={olon0#0)=0=er. 
(4) An open set meets AuB iff it meets A or meets B. Hence, g(AuB)= 
9(A)u~(B)=~(A)Y~~(B). 
(5) An open set meets Jx iff it contains x. Hence, ZJ(lx)={O 1~~0) =flxDr. 
(6) By Proposition 2.6, an open set meets cl S iff it meets S. Hence, 
~(clUfCAI)=COlOnUfCAlZ0} 
= {O l3aE‘4: Onfuf0) 
= (0 I3aEA: OE~(fU)} 
={olAn{alOE~(fu)}f0j 
= {O I{a IOWf4IE%4)1 
=extr(9(.)of)(Y(A)). 
Here we have to make sure that (u I 0~V(fa)} is o p en. It is the inverse image byfof 
the open set {C’E~~Y I O~te(c’)) = {C’l OnC’#@}. 
These equations show that 9?( .) becomes a power isomorphism if the operations for 
closed sets are chosen as in the theorem. 0 
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7. Upper power constructions 
The upper power construction as introduced in [16] has characteristic semiring 
U= { 1~0) with 1 + 1 = 1. Although this semiring looks as simple as the lower 
semiring L = (0 < I), the situation here is much more complex. The theory is consider- 
ably harder than in the lower case, and nevertheless produces weaker results. 
7.1. The upper construction in terms of‘ open jilters 
In Section 6.1, we already saw that the final construction oai,X = [ [X-+U] “3 U] is 
isomorphic to the set of open filters of X. 
Definition 7.1. An open filter in a domain X is an open set 3 of open sets of X with the 
following properties: 
(1) XEF. 
(2) If O1 and O2 are in 3, then so is their intersection O,nOz. 
The poset of all open filters of X ordered by inclusion L is denoted by Sld,X. 
Theorem 7.2. O%jpX and 4Y0X ure isomorphic for all ground domains X. The power 
operations for /MOX are given by Table 2. 
Proof. Isomorphism and order are already known. One easily verifies that directed 
unions of open filters are open filters again. Hence, US is the lub of the directed set 9. 
AwB=cp(Lp.RAp+&Bp)={O~6AponBBpo=T] 
= {O 1 OEA and OEB} = AnB 
The formulae for the operations (I. 1) and ext and their proofs look exactly as those in 
Theorem 6.1. Cl 
Table 2. 
A<B Vp: Ap < Bp AcB 
ip.Ap+ Bp 
ip.p.x 
ip. A (j-x .,/tip) 
AnB 
C(.x)=jOJ.YEOJ 
(0 1 (.x 1 OE,[Y~ EA) 
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7.2. The upper power construction in terms of compact upper sets 
As the upper power domain in terms of open filters is quite unhandy, we look for an 
representation in terms of subsets of X. Following [ 171, we use compact upper sets to 
this end. Unfortunately, this approach does not work out for all domains. The class of 
allowed domains, however, is quite large. 
For an arbitrary domain X, let +YKX be the set of all compact upper sets of X. For 
every compact set K, the set of open environments of K is an open filter: it obviously 
contains intersections and certainly X, and it is open because K is compact (see 
Proposition 2.9). 
Thus, there is a mapping (C(.):JZ,X+J&X. By Proposition 2.10, for every two 
compact upper sets K and K ‘, K 2 K’ in equivalent to C”(K) G O(K’). Since we ordered 
%!@X by s, we have to order ‘tiKX by 2. Then we obtain that @( .): %!KX+%QX has 
the property KG K’ iff C(K)< 6(K’). 
Hence, all what is needed further is the surjectivity of O(.). In contrast to the 
corresponding mapping 3(.) of the lower power construction, there are domains 
where L”(.) is not surjective. In [17], Smyth points out that surjectivity of 0(.) is 
equivalent to the topological property of sobriety. He cites [9] for a proof of this fact. 
The class of sober domains is, however, large; it contains, for instance, all continuous 
domains (see [S] for a proof). An example for a nonsober domain is given in [l 11. 
Sobriety allows one to prove a topological property that is useful to analyze eKX. 
Lemma 1.3. Let X be a sober domain. Then for etiery open set 0 in X, the set Z”(O) of 
compact upper subsets of 0 is open. 
Proof. Since X is sober, 2gKX and JcC!~X are isomorphic. Hence, aKX is a domain, and 
the isomorphism is continuous as all order isomorphisms are. 
Let 63 be a directed set in ‘tiKX. Then 63 has a limit K, and n63 2 K holds because 
2 is the order in 4YKX. By continuity of c’( .), C(K)= UAt9 C(A) follows. Let 0 be an 
open set in X with n&Z’(O). Then K s n 9~0; whence, 0~6’(K). Thus, there is 
A in 9 with OEC’(A), i.e. AEY(O). 0 
We now are able to translate the power operations from 9&o to eK. 
Theorem 7.4. If X is sober, the upper power domain @,X is isomorphic to eKX. The 
power domains and operations are given as follows: 
(1) %YKX is the set qf all compact upper sets of X. 
(2) K<K’ iffK?K’. 
(3) u 9 = n Lr ,for directed sets 9 in J&~X. 
(4) 0=8. 
(5) AwB= AuB. 
(6) {xb=Txfor all XEX. 
(7) If both X and Y are sober, and f: [X+%KY] is continuous and A is in QKX, then 
extfA=UaEAfa=Uf[A]. 
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All these operutions are well-dqfined and continuous. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are the definition of ttiKX. 
To prove the statement about u”/I, we have to show that 0 9 is a compact upper 
set. By set theory, it is then the least upper bound (w.r.t. 2) of V. 
Let If be an open cover of n fl, i.e. flQ G ucr’I. By Lemma 7.3, there is some A in 
2 with A G UF. As A is compact, there is a finite subset 9 of Lr with fig G A L UP. 
To prove (4)-(7) we show that lG’( .) operates as a power isomorphism. By Proposi- 
tion 2.9, the results of the operations in ~2/~ are compact upper sets again. 
(4) ~(@)=QX=Q,. 
(5) If 0 is an open set in 60 (AuB), then 0~ AuBzA,B holds; whence, 0 is in 
P(A)nP(B). Conversely, if 0 is in the intersection, then 0~ A and 0~ B implies 
OzAuB. 
(6) Since open sets are upper, LO(Tx)= (i(x)= c]xC@ holds. 
(7) Let ,f: [X-+‘)/KY] be continuous and A be in +VxX. 
= (OEQY /VuEA:,fucOj 
= jod2Y 1 {XEX IOE~(.~~)}EC’(A)} 
=ext@(C(.)- f)(l’(A)). 
Here, the set js~X Ifx~ 01 is open as the inverse image of the open set jr(O) by the 
continuous function f(see Lemma 7.3). C 
A direct topological proof of the compactness of U f [A] is also possible, but would 
be more tedious. The same remark is valid for a direct proof of the continuity of 
e.xt,f:~~,X++V,Y. Both proofs are unnecessary because one may use that 
extf‘: &,X+&,Y is well-defined and continuous. These facts are, in turn, inherited 
from the well-definedness and continuity of the operations in the final power construc- 
tion defined in terms of functions of higher order. 
8. The sandwich power construction 
The sandwich power construction .Y was defined in [2,3,4] for algebraic ground 
domains only. In this section, we show that ,Y may be extended to all domains as the 
final B-construction, or, equivalently, the existential restriction of the final D-con- 
struction to the subsemiring B of D. 
8.1. 9 ~ the existential restriction of 9 to B 
By Theorem 4.1, we know that the final construction for semiring D = L x U is the 
product of the final constructions for semirings L and U. 
add add odd 
[[X+D]+D]=[[X+L]-L]x[[X-U]-U]. 
Although the equality is only an isomorphism, we do not write down the isomor- 
phisms explicitly for simplification. Instead, we directly apply pairs of functions to 
pairs of predicates subsuming an equality (P”, P”)( pL, p”) = (PLpL, Pup”). 
We denote the final D-construction by Y. Since B is a subsemiring of D, Theorem 
4.2 delivers us the subconstruction Y= 91B with .YX = {PE.~X 1 V~E[X+B]: P~EB}. 
In Theorem 8.7 below, we shall see that Y is a generalization of the sandwich power 
construction defined in [2] for algebraic ground domains and investigated further in 
[3,4]. In anticipation of the theorem, we choose the abbreviation Y and call the 
domain YX sandwich power domain and its elements sandwiches. Consequently, the 
condition restricting %X to YX is called sandwich condition or, in short, condition S. 
If R’ is a subsemiring of some semiring R, then, generally, the existential restriction 
of the final R-construction to R’ is completely different from the final R’-construction. 
In the case of B and D, however, these two constructions happen to coincide. 
Theorem 8.1. Tke,final B-construction is isomorphic to tke existential restriction qf S to 
B: YXS[[X+B]‘~B]. 
Proof. We have to establish an isomorphism between [[X+Bla$B] and 
.YX = (PE[ [X+D] “3 D] 1 Vp: [X+B]: PpeB}. An obvious choice is the restriction 
and corestriction .JA of functions in 9X to arguments in [X+B] and results in B. Since 
the power operations of 9’ are inherited from those of 9, restriction .% coincides with 
existential quantification in 9’; whence, it is a power homomorphism, as indicated in 
Section 3.5. We only have to show that all its instances are domain isomorphisms; 
then it is a power isomorphism. Instead of YX 2 [[X-B] “2 B], we show the more 
general domain isomorphism [[X-D] “2 D] z [ [X+B] “2 D]. Using D =L x U, we 
may also show [ [X+D] “3 L] z [ [X-+B] Odd + L] and the corresponding isomorphism 
involving U instead of L. We have: 
(1) For every P:[[X+D]“2L], P(,fL,f‘“)=P(fL,~) for all (J’“,f”):[X+D], 
where l-1.x. 1. 
This can be proved by noting that in U, 1 is least; whence, P(fL,f’“)2P(fL, 1) by 
monotonicity. By additivity of P, P(fL, l)=P(f”,f”)+P(f”, i)>P(f”,f”) since 
1 =x+ 1 in U and x>O in L. 
There is an obvious continuous mapping from [ [X+D] “2 L] to [ [X+B] “2 L], 
namely, restriction 8’ to arguments in [X+B]. 3?P < dP’ implies P d P’ by statement 
(1) since (,fL, 1) creates results (0, l)= I and (1, l)= 1 only, i.e. maps from X to B. 
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To show the surjectivity of 3, let Q be in [[X-B] a2 L]. Then we define 
P: [[X+D]-L] by P(fL,f”)=Q(fL, 1). If we show the additivity of P, then state- 
ment (1) implies ,gP = Q. 
P(f+ g ) = Pf+ Pg holds by additivity of Q because (f” + gL, 1) = ( fL, 1) + ( gL, 1). 
PO= Q@, 1) d Q@, 9) = 0 holds because 1 <O in U. Since 0 is least in L, PO =0 as 
follows. 
Now, [[X+D]a3L]z[[X+B]add + L] has been proved. The analogous statement 
involving U is proved following the same line using 
(2) For every P:[[X+D]‘2U], P(fL,,f”)=P@,fU) for all (f’-,f”): 
[X+D]. 0 
8.2. The sandwich power construction in topological term 
For lower and upper semiring, we know ~ at least for sober ground domains ~ an 
explicit representation of the final power construction in topological terms. These 
representations may be used to derive a topological representation for 9’. 
The definition states YX = {AE~X 1 V~E[X+B]: ApeB}. 9X may be represented 
as _YpX x J&,X. For A =(AL, A”), the sandwich condition may be transformed as 
follows: 
V~E[X+B]: A~EB iff V~E[X+D]: ((VXEX: px~B) =z- A~EB), 
iff V~E[X+D]: (Ap = T 3 3.w~X: px = T). 
This formula may be interpreted such that YX consists of all consistent second-order 
predicates of D. A consistent second-order predicate does not create inconsistencies 
by itself. If it results in an inconsistency (Ap = T), then its argument already was 
inconsistent (px = T for some x). 
By splitting the pairs into components, we obtain further 
iff VpL~[X-+L], p’~[X-tlJ]: 
(ALpL= TL and Aup”= Tc. a 3x~X: pLx= TL and p’x = T”). 
By the next translation step, we want to represent the final lower power construction 
in terms of open grills and the final upper power construction in terms of open filters. 
Let 9 be the open grill belonging to AL and Lc the open filter belonging to A”. To 
complete the translation to set notation, we represent the predicates pL and p” by open 
sets OL and 0”. Then pLx = T means XEO~, and same for 0”. Similarly, ALpL= T 
means 0L~?3’, and Aup’= T becomes OFUEL~. 
Hence, the chain of equivalences above continues by 
(9, C)E,YX iff VOL, O’ECJX: 
(OL~3 and O”EC = 3x~X: xeOL and XEO”), 
iff VOLE??, O’Ef?: OLnOu#@. 
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For sober ground domain X, one can go one step further and translate the open 
filters into compact upper sets K. The translation of open grills into closed sets C is 
always possible. OLg?? becomes CnOL #@, and O”EO becomes KG 0’. 
Hence, the restriction translates into: For all open sets OL and 0”, if C meets OL and 
KG O”, then OL meets 0’. For fixed C and O”, the following holds: 
Every open set meeting C meets OL’ 
iff every open environment of every point of C meets O”, 
iff every point of C is in the closure of 0” by Proposition 2.7, 
iff CGclO”. 
Hence, one obtains the following theorem 
Theorem 8.2. The sandwich power domain YX ouer a sober ground domain X is 
isomorphic to the set of all pairs (C, K) of a closed set C and a compact upper set K such 
that .for all open sets 0 with K c 0 the inclusion C G cl 0 holds. 
Two remarks seem to be appropriate. First, the condition “K G 0 implies C G cl 0” 
looks quite strange, and it is not obvious how it could have been found without 
considering the second-order predicates. Second, if we had defined a power domajn 
construction directly as in the theorem above, we would have been forced to verify 
that each power operation respects the topological criterion. This would have been 
a nontrivial task, in particular for the extension functional. 
For a special class of ground domains, the restriction “K G 0 open implies C G cl 0” 
may be drastically simplified: 
Theorem 8.3. If X is an M-domain, then a pair (C, K) of a closed set and a compact 
upper set is a sandwich ifs C G JK. 
We do not prove the theorem here. A proof is contained in [S]. Instead, we provide 
an example that shows that the theorem cannot be generalized to all algebraic ground 
domains. Let X = {a 1, u2, aj, . . , a r, bI, b2, b3, . . ,c) (Fig. 3). There is no point b,. The 
Fig. 3 
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u-points form an ascending sequence: a, <a2 < ‘.. <a,, whereas the b-points are 
incomparable. Every a-point is below the corresponding b-point: a,, < 6,. The remain- 
ing point c is below all b-points, but not below any a-point, not even below a,. 
This domain is algebraic, but not an M-domain. Let C= Jc = {c} and let 
K = ta, = {a,}. C and K satisfy the sandwich condition although CC JK does not 
hold. 
8.3. 9’ for algebraic ground domain 
Next we turn to the algebraic case. If X is algebraic, then both 9X and %?X are 
algebraic. Their bases are given by the sets of all JF and TF, respectively, for finite 
subsets F of X0. Thus, 9X is algebraic, and its base is {(JE, tF) 1 E, F sfXo}. These 
pairs are also isolated in 9X provided they satisfy the sandwich condition because 
YX is a subdomain of 9X. Every point in 9X is a directed limit of such pairs. Since all 
pairs below a sandwich are sandwiches again, every point of YX is the limit of 
a directed set of isolated sandwiches. Thus, we obtain the following. 
Proposition 8.4. The sandwich power domain over an algebraic ground domain is 
algebraic. Its base is the set of all sandwiches (LE, t F) where E and F are$nite subsets 
of x0. 
The sandwich criterion simplifies drastically for such isolated pairs. 
Lemma 8.5. Let X be a domain. If E and F arejnite sets of isolated points of X, then 
(JE, fF) satisjes the sandwich condition ifs E c IfF. 
Proof. E c JtF obviously implies condition S. For the opposite, note that TF is 
open since F consists of isolated points. Thus, the sandwich condition implies 
E G JE c cl 1 F. Since E consists of isolated points, Proposition 2.8 yields E c 1 f F. 0 
The representation of the base of YX may even be further simplified choosing 
suitable sets E and F. 
Lemma 8.6. Let X be algebraic, and let E and F be finite subsets of X0 with E E JfF. 
Then there is a finite subset F’ of X0 with rF = tF’ and E E JF’. 
Proof. Since E c LTF, for every egE there is some point X,EX and some point fegF 
such that e,<x,>f,. By Proposition 2.5, the points x, may be assumed to be in the 
base X0. With E’= {xc ( eEE}, we define F’= E’uF. E’ is a finite subset of X0; whence, 
F’ also is. All points e in E are below x, in F ‘; whence, E E JF’ follows. fF G IF ’ 
immediately follows from F G F’. For the opposite inclusion, x, is above fe for all e in 
E; whence, E’CTF whence F’E~F. 0 
Summarizing, we obtain the following theorem. 
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Theorem 8.7. For ulgebraic ground domain X, our sandwich power domain ozjer X is 
algebraic and coincides with the sandwich power domain of [2,3,4]. Its base is the set of 
ull pairs (JE, TF) with EE LTF, or, equivalently, the set ofall pairs (JE, fF) with E&JF, 
where in both cases E and F are jinite subsets of’ X0. 
Proof. For the comparison with the sandwich power domain in [2,3,4] note that the 
authors of these papers write the sandwiches the other way round, i.e. the lower set to 
the right. Correcting this and translating notation, the paper [3] defines the sandwich 
power domain to be the ideal completion of all pairs (E, F) of finite subsets of X0 such 
that there is a finite subset G of X0 with E sJG and GS tF. This directly implies 
E G JtF; conversely, G may be chosen as the set E’ in the proof of Lemma 8.6. These 
pairs are pre-ordered by (E, F)<(E’, F’) iff JE C_ JE’ and fF 2 TF’. Hence, the poset of 
equivalence classes of this pre-ordered set is just our base as presented in the 
theorem. C 
9. Mixed and convex power domain 
Up to now, we were able to describe lower, upper, and sandwich power domains in 
terms of second-order predicates. We now look for predicative descriptions of mixed 
and convex power domains. Indeed, such descriptions exist. In case of algebraic 
ground domain, both the mixed and the convex power construction are subconstruc- 
tions of 9. The mixed power domain is characterized by the mix condition M. There is 
also a duul mix condition a, and the Plotkin power domain consists of all members of 
QX that satisfy both M and h?. 
9.1. Louver and upper implication ,for D-predicates 
The definition of condition M and its dual, condition A%, is prepared by investigat- 
ing the logic of D more closely. Because of D = L x U, all D-predicates a may be 
written as pairs (aL, a”). 
In addition to the logical operations of disjunction +, conjunction ., and negation - 
(see Section 5), we introduce a kind of difference for D-predicates: a-b = a. b. It is 
mainly used as a notational abbreviation. 
The following relations are easily verified. 
Proposition 9.1. For all D-predicates a and b 
(1) (a + b)L = aL + bL und (a + b)’ = a’+ b”, 
(2) (a.b)L=a L.bL and (a.b)‘=a”.b”, 
(3) ZL=aU and ~?“=a’, 
(4) (a - b)L = uL. b and (a-b)” = aL’. bL. 
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The next proposition claims the equivalence of various conditions. They are coined 
as lower and upper implication. 
Proposition 9.2. For D-predicates, the following equicalences hold: 
(1) aL d bL {ffa + b < b. In this case, we say that a and b are in the relation qf lower 
implication A. 
(2) a’/ >, b” iff a + b > b. In this case, a and b are in the relation of upper implication 
Cl 
w. 
Proof. (1) By part (1) of Proposition 9.1, a+b<b holds iff aL+bL<bL and 
a’+ bL’< b’. Since the inequality involving U is a tautology, it can be dropped. Hence, 
a + b d b iff czL+ bL < bL. This inequality is equivalent to aL < bL. 
(2) Similarly. 0 
Lower and upper implication enjoy some properties that are needed in the next 
section. 
Proposition 9.3. Let X = L or U in the ,following. 
(1) The relation ?+ is reflexice and transitice. 
(2) If a & a’ and b A b’, then a + b A a’ + b’. 
(3) (a+b)-(a’+b’)&(a-a’)+(b-b’). 
(4) If P is an additive second-order predicate, then a ?+ b implies Pa ?+ Pb. 
V) !f lai)itl and (bi)i,, are directed jamilies qf D-predicates with ai A bi for all iel, 
then Uiel aiA UiE, hi. 
Proof. We show the statements for L; the proofs for U are similar. 
(1) Immediate by definition. 
(2) aL < a’L and bL < bfL implies (a + b)L = aLubL < a”zub’L = (a’ + b’)L. 
(3) ((a+b)-(a’+b’))L=(aL+bL)~a’“+b’C’=(aL~a’u~b’u)+(bL~a’L;~b’L’)~ 
(~~~a’~)+(b~.b”)=((a-a’)+(h-b’))L. Here, 6 holds since p’q<p holds for L- 
predicates p and q. 
(4) a&b implies a+b<b; whence, Pa+Pb=P(a+b)<Pb, i.e. PakPb. 
(5) We use the equivalence a k b iff aLd bL. If (ai)iEI is directed, then (a:k,, is 
directed, too. a,” < bf implies (ui,, ai)L=Uie~aL~UitLbL=(Uie,bi)L. 0 
9.2. The conditions M and a 
After the preliminaries of the previous section, we are now able to define the 
conditions n/r and A? in terms of second-order predicates: 
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Definition 9.4. Let P be in [ [X+D]“< D]. 
P satisfies condition M iff Pp- Pq G% P( p -q) for all predicates p, q : [X+D]. 
P satisfies condition A? iff Pp- Pq F% P( p - q) for all predicates p, q : [X+D]. 
We now show that the power operations preserve the conditions. Thus, we get two 
subconstructions a M and ,z of 9. Using the generic Proposition 9.3, the proofs for 
M and n? are completely analogous. We formulate them for M. 
l 8 = i.p.0; whence, 8p - 8q = 0 - 0 = 0 = Q( p - q). By reflexivity of lower implication 
(Proposition 9.3(l)), tl satisfies M. 
l (lxD=Lp.px; whence, flxbp-{xDq=px-qx=(p-q)x={xD(p-q). px-qx= 
(p-q)x holds since all logical operations are defined pointwise on predicates. 
l For A,B in AX, 
(AwB)p-(AwB)q=(Ap+Bp)-(Aq+Bq) 
k(Ap-Aq)+(Bp-Bq) by Proposition 9.3(3) 
tf;4P-dSB(P-d 
since A,B are in JZX by Proposition 9.3(2) 
=(AwB)(P-d 
l For f: [X+A’Y] and A in &2X, 
extf’Ap-extfAq=A(i.x.fxp)-A((ix.fxq) 
t-4, A (1.x .fxp --fxq) since A in ,&‘X 
kA(ix.jIx(p-q)) sincefx is in J&‘X by Proposi- 
tion 9.3(4); A is additive. 
l If (Ai)i,r is a directed family in ,&‘X, then both (Aip--Aiq)i,, and (Ai(p-q))i,, are 
directed families with Aip- Aiqcfi A,(p-q) for all iEl. By Proposition 9.3(5), 
Ap-Aq&A(p-q)follows, where A=Uis,Ai. 
9.3. JY ~ the mixed power domain construction 
In the sequel, we want to translate the mix condition into topological terms. This is 
done in analogy with the sandwich power construction. The first step leads to pairs of 
open grills and open filters, and the second step to pairs of closed sets and compact 
upper sets. In the course of this translation, we also prove that condition M implies 
condition S, i.e. the mixed power domains are subsets of the sandwich power 
domains. 
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Let p =( pL, p’) and q = (qL, q’) be two predicates. For A = (AL, A”), the mix condi- 
tion may then be transformed using the facts collected in Proposition 9.1. 
Ap-AqAA(p-q) 8 (Ap-.4q)Ld(A(p-q))L, 
iff (Ap-,4q)L= 1 a (A(p-q))L= 1, 
$f ALpL.AUqU= 1 => AL(pL.qLi)= 1, 
iff ALpL= 1 and A’q”=O + AL(pL.q”)= 1, 
iff ALpL= T and A”q”= T * AL(pLnq”)= T. 
In the very last line, we replaced L and U by their common carrier domain 2. 
We now translate the predicates to open sets. pL becomes OL and q” becomes 0’. 
Then pLnqL’ corresponds to OLnO”. The lower second-order predicate AL is trans- 
lated into an open grill 9, and the upper one into an open filter 6. We remember 
ALpL= T iff OL~Y, and Aup”‘= T iff OLr~Lp. 
Thus, we obtain 
An open grill does not contain 8. Hence, OLnO”~3 implies OLnOu#@- the con- 
clusion of the sandwich condition. Thus, ;&‘X c .YX holds. 
For sober ground domain X, one can translate the open filters into compact upper 
sets. 0~9 then becomes CnO#@, and O/EC becomes K GO’. Hence, the mix condi- 
tion becomes: for all open sets 0 and 0’, if C meets 0 and K ~0’ then CnOnO’#@. 
For fixed C and 0’, every open set meeting C meets CnO’ iff C~cl(Cn0’) (cf. the 
transformation of condition S). Hence, one obtains the following theorem. 
Theorem 9.5. The mixed power domain ,&‘X otter a sober ground domain X is isomorphic 
to the set of all pairs (C, K) oj’a closed set C and a compact upper set K such that for all 
open sets 0 with K E 0 the inclusion CC cl(Cn0) holds. 
Similar to the sandwich condition, the mix condition may be simplified in case of 
M-domains. The result is Ccl(CnK). A proof may be found in [S]. 
9.4. +G the convex power domain construction 
As indicated above, we claim w;X = .tKXn. 2X. To derive a topological description 
of VX, we have to transform condition M. 
Ap-,4qAA(p-q) iff (Ap-Aq)“= 1 * (A(p-q))“=l, 
iff A”pU.ALqL= 1 - A”(p”.qL)= 1, 
iff At”pU=l_ and ALqL= I = AU(p”uq’*)=l. 
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The transformation of condition M proceeds by translating the predicates to open 
sets: 
For sober ground domain X, we translate the open filters into compact upper sets. 
(C, K)E_#X iff KzOLuO” * CnOL#@ or KGO”. 
Let C’ be the complement of C. Then the condition above is equivalent to “K c C’u 
0 G- K G 0”. To simplify further, note that K G C’uO is equivalent to CnK E 0. Thus, 
we obtain (C, K)E,&X iff CnK I 0 implies K G 0 for all open sets 0. By Lemma 2.10, 
this is equivalent to KG T(CnK). 
Theorem 9.6. Our convex power domain %X ocer a sober ground domain X is isomorphic 
to the set of all pairs (C, K) ofu closed set C and a compact upper set K such that (C, K) 
is in .MX and K E T(Cn K) holds. 
9.5. The case qf‘ an algebraic ground domain 
So far, we have only claimed, but not proven, that our mixed construction .k gener- 
alizes the one of [3,4], which is defined for algebraic ground domains only. Thus, we 
consider now the case of an algebraic ground domain X. 
Lemma 9.7. Let 4’ be any subconstruction of 9. Then every pair in (QX)“n&?X is 
isolated in .8X. 
Proof. Because 1X is closed w.r.t. directed limits of 9X. 0 
Lemma 9.8. Let .‘A be one of .&’ or %. Let P be a member of 3X, and let A be un isolated 
point qf 9X below P. Then there is an isolated point B in 62X that lies within 9X and is 
between A and P. 
AE(QX)‘, PE~X, A<P * 3BE(G?X)‘n@X: A<B<P. 
Before we prove this lemma, we show that the two lemmas imply algebraicity. Let 
P be in .3X. Then let .d = (AE(SX)’ 1 A <P} and S5’= { BE(QX)‘n9X 1 B < P}. Since 
SPX is algebraic, .d is directed with lub P. Obviously, g E .d holds, and Lemma 9.8 
implies d E @I. From these facts one can show that a is directed because SZZ is, and 
both sets have the same lub. Lemma 9.7 states that .A%’ is a set of isolated points in dX. 
Proof of Lemma 9.8. We have to show the claim for each %! separately. Generally, 
A =(lE, fF) holds where E and F are finite subsets of X0, and P=(C, K), where C is 
closed, K is a compact upper set, and E c C and K G tF hold because of A d P. Two 
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finite subsets E’ and F’ of X0 are to be found that satisfy the conditions of .% and lie 
between A and P, i.e. EL JE’, E’ z C, and Kc TF’ c fF have to hold. 
A: IF is open by Proposition 2.4; whence, we obtain E c Cccl(CnTF) by the mix 
property of (C, K). Thus, E c J(CnrF) follows by Proposition 2.8. Hence, for all e in 
E, there is gc in C and f< in F such that e<g,>f,. By Proposition 2.5, ge may be 
assumed to be isolated. Let E’ = { ge 1 eGE } ss X0. e < gee E’ for all e in E implies 
E E JE’ z C. ge >fr for all e in E implies E’ E fF; whence, (JE’, fF) is a mix because 
fFc0 implies E’=E’ntFGcl(@‘nO). 
W: Kc_TF and condition M imply Kc_T(CnK)c_t(CnyF)=T(CnF). The last 
equality holds since C is lower. Let F’= CnF. Then K s fF’& fF holds, as required. 
By defining E’ as in 3, E c JE’ L C holds. E ‘L TF’ holds since ge >fe, i.e. feEF’. Now 
let G= E’uF’. We claim that (LG, TG) is the desired pair. E c@‘c JG holds, and 
Gc_CsinceF’c_C.E’c_TF’impliesrG=TF’;whence,Kc_TGc_TF.(lG,tG)isin~X 
since G G JGnTG; whence, conditions M and I%? follow. 0 
The proof above not only shows the algebraicity of A’X and %X in case of algebraic X, 
but also provides nice representations for the bases of these power domains. For A, 
Lemma 9.8 characterizes the basic mixes by Es tF. This is E 2’ F in Gunter’s notation; 
whence, we see that our mixed power construction generalizes Gunter’s [3,4]. 
The base of %7X is the set of all pairs (JF, tF) where F is a finite subset of X0. The 
intersection of JF and IF is the convex hull $F of F. It suffices to recover JF and TF 
since 1 F = 11 F and t F = r$ F. The ordering of these convex sets is given by $ F d J F ’ iff 
lFzJ,fF’ and fF’~7jF. This is the Egli-Milner ordering. Hence, %‘X equals 
Plotkin’s power domain for algebraic ground domains. 
9.6. Other C-constructions 
The power construction V that we derived as a subconstruction of A%’ and ulti- 
mately Y = Y x J? has characteristic semiring C = (0, 11. It does not coincide with the 
existential restriction of B to C; this is a much larger subconstruction of 2 than %. 
The final C-construction is not among the subconstructions of 9. In both Y and uli, 
Q-x/J<(lYC . pl’ lm les u< y. This property carries over to their product 9, and is 
inherited by all subconstructions of 2. On the other hand, a domain with least 
element only admits two predicates [X+C] because the two elements of C are 
unrelated. The two predicates are Ax.0 and l-x. 1. Every additive second-order 
predicate must map E.x.0 to 0; it only has the choice to map 3-x.1. Thus, 
[[X-C] “2 C] has at most two elements, and {xb = Qx’D usually holds in it even 
for different points x and x’. 
10. A note on initiality 
In [6] and [S], the existence of an initial R-construction is shown for every semiring 
R. The initial R-construction maps every ground domain X to the free R-module 
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domain over X. Initial power constructions were proposed and investigated in 
[S, 10,141. 
Initial and final L-constructions coincide (for all ground domains). The coincidence 
of our constructions &, i N, and 55 defined predicatively with the initial constructions 
for U, B, and C, respectively, could, however, be shown for the case of continuous 
ground domains only. In all three cases, the coincidence does not hold for arbitrary 
domains. Thus, the predicative and the initial power constructions have to be carefully 
distinguished if noncontinuous domains are considered. 
11. Conclusion 
The method to define power domains by second-order predicates provides explicit 
representations for power domains over a/[ ground domains. Using these representa- 
tions in terms of second-order predicates, it is possible to implement power domain 
constructions as polymorphic abstract data types in a functional language if only the 
semiring operations are provided. To realize power constructions with semiring B, for 
instance, parallel disjunction is needed. 
All five power domain constructions mentioned in Section I may be characterized 
in terms of second-order predicates: 
add 
Lower construction: .YX=[[X+L] -+L]. 
add 
Upper construction: ,)/X=[[X+U] + U]. 
add 
Sandwich construction: YX=(P:[[X+D] +D]I~:[X+B]+PPEB} 
add 









Convex construction: %X={P:[[X+B] +B]l 
(PpAlPq=T+P( pAlq)=T) and 
(PpAlPq#F~P(pAlq)#F)). 
For all these constructions 9, the power domains 9X are isomorphic to function 
spaces [[X+R] ‘z R], where R is a semiring and res a logical restriction on the 
second-order predicates. The respective operations of empty set, singleton, binary 
union, and functional extension may be uniformly described by J.-expressions (see 
Theorem 3.5). 
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